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Urbanization is a problem which has assumed gigantic dimen¬sions in some of the technically and industrially advanced 
countries of the world. It means the concentration of population in the econo¬mically developed and industrialized centres 
and other big cities. This leads to much congestion and many social and economic problems.

Introduction:
History of Urbanization in India
Urbanization in India began to accelerate after independ-
ence, due to the country’s adoption of a mixed economy, 
which gave rise to the development of the private sector. 
Urbanization is taking place at a faster rate in India. Pop-
ulation residing in urban areas in India, according to 1901 
census, was 11.4%. This count increased to 28.53% accord-
ing to 2001 census, and crossing 30% as per 2011 census, 
standing at 31.16%. According to a survey by UN State of 
the World Population report in 2007, by 2030, 40.76% of 
country’s population is expected to reside in urban areas. As 
per World Bank, India, along with China, Indonesia, Nigeria, 
and the United States, will lead the world’s urban population 
surge by 2050. 

Causes of urbanization in India
The main causes of urbanization in India are:-
1. Expansion in government services, as a result of Second 

World War
2. Migration of people from Pakistan after partition of India
3. The Industrial Revolution
4. Eleventh five year plan which aimed at urbanization for the 

economic development of India
5. Employment opportunities are very important reasons for 

people moving  towards cities
6. Infrastructure facilities in the urban areas.
7. Growth of private sector after 1990.

The Problems and issues in urbanization in India
Since in our country, urbanization is unplanned due to un-
controlled migration. Due to unplanned urbanization, India is 
facing too much problem such as unemployment, electricity 
problem, pollution, social problems, improper sanitation facil-
ities etc. Rapid rise in urban population in India is leading to 
many problems like increasing slums, decrease in standard of 
living in urban areas, also causing environmental damage. Fol-
lowing problems need to be highlighted.

1. Urban lounge: 
Urban sprawl or real expansion of the cities, both in pop-
ulation and geographical area, of rapidly growing cities is 
the root cause of urban problems. In most cities the eco-
nomic base is incapable of dealing with the problems cre-
ated by their excessive size. Massive immigration from rural 
areas as well as from small towns into big cities has taken 
place almost consistently; thereby adding to the size of cit-
ies.

2. Overcrowding:
Overcrowding is a situation in which too many people live 
in too little space. Overcrowding is a logical consequence of 
over-population in urban areas. It is naturally expected that 
cities having a large size of population squeezed in a small 
space must suffer from overcrowding. This is well exhibited by 
almost all the big cities of India.

3. Housing:
Housing provision for the growing urban population will be 
the biggest challenge before the government. The growing 
cost of houses comparison to the income of the urban mid-
dle class has made it impossible for majority of lower income 
groups and is residing in congested accommodation and many 
of those are devoid of proper ventilation, lighting, water sup-
ply, sewage system, etc. For instance in Delhi, the current esti-
mate is of a shortage of 5, 00,000 dwelling units the coming 
decades. The United Nations Centre for Human Settlements 
(UNCHS) introduced the concept of “Housing Poverty” which 
includes “Individuals and households who lack safe, secure 
and healthy shelter, with basic infrastructure such as piped 
water and adequate provision for sanitation, drainage and the 
removal of household waste”.

4. Sanitation:
The poor sanitation condition is another gloomy feature in ur-
ban areas and particularly in slums and unauthorized colonies 
of urban areas. The drainage system in many unorganized col-
onies and slums do either not exist and if existing are in a bad 
shape and in bits resulting in blockage of waste water. These 
unsanitary conditions lead too many sanitation related diseas-
es such as diahorrea and malaria. Unsafe garbage disposal is 
one of the critical problems in urban areas and garbage man-
agement always remained a major challenge.

5. Squatter Settlements:
No clear-cut distinction can be drawn between slums and 
squatter settlements in practice except that slums are relatively 
more stable and are located in older, inner parts of cities com-
pared to squatter settlements which are relatively temporary 
and are often scattered in all parts of the city, especially out-
er zones where urban areas merge with their rural hinterland. 
Normally, squatter settlements contain makeshift dwellings con-
structed without official permission (i.e., on unauthorized land). 

6. Environmental concern
Vulnerability to risk posed by the increasing man-made and 
natural disasters. According to UNDP 70 % of Indian popula-
tion is at risk to floods and 60% susceptible to earthquakes. 
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The risk is higher in urban areas owing to density and over-
crowding. Urban areas are becoming heat islands, ground wa-
ter is not being recharged and water crisis is persistent. Here 
making, water harvesting compulsory will be beneficial.

7. Poverty:
Today roughly one third of the urban population lives below 
poverty line. There are glaring disparities between haves and 
have-nots in urban areas. The most demanding of the urban 
challenges unquestionably is the challenge posed by poverty; 
the challenge of reducing exploitation, relieving misery and 
creating more human condition for urban poor. There is rise 
in urban inequality, as per UN habitat report, 2010, urban in-
equality in India rose from 34 to 38 % based on consumption 
in period of 1995 to 2005.

8. Transport: 
As high income individual are buying more private vehicle 
and use less public transport. Such huge number of vehicles 
in cities is causing more traffic jam, which in turn decreases 
the efficiency of public transport. Also the penetration of pub-
lic transport is less, which makes people use private vehicle. 
Public transport is less disabled friendly. There is also lack of 
infrastructure and poor maintenance of existing public trans-
port infrastructure.

9. Unemployment:
The problem of unemployment is no less serious than the 
problem of housing mentioned above. Urban unemployment 
in India is estimated at 15 to 25 per cent of the labour force. 
This percentage is even higher among the educated people.

10. Water: 
What is one of the most essential elements of nature to sus-
tain life and right from the beginning of urban civilization, 
sites for settlements have always been chosen keeping in view 
the availability of water to the inhabitants of the settlement. 
However, supply of water started falling short of demand as 
the cities grew in size and number.

11. Trash Disposal:
As Indian cities grow in number and size the problem of trash 
disposal is assuming alarming proportions. Huge quantities of 
garbage produced by our cities pose a serious health problem. 
Most cites do not have proper arrangements for garbage dis-
posal and the existing landfills are full to the brim. These land-
fills are hotbeds of disease and innumerable poisons leaking 
into their surroundings.

12. Urban Crimes:
Modem cities present a meeting point of people from differ-
ent walks of life having no affinity with one another. Like oth-
er problems, the problem of crimes increases with the increase 
in urbanization. In fact the increasing trend in urban crimes 
tends to disturb peace and tranquility of the cities and make 
them unsafe to live in particularly for the women.

Conclusion:
Urbanization is the physical growth of urban areas as a result 
of rural migration & it is closely linked to modernization, in-
dustrialization, and the sociological process of rationalization. 
Poverty, unemployment and under employment among the 
rural immigrants, beggary, thefts, burglaries and other social 
evils are on rampage. Urban sprawl is rapidly encroaching the 
precious agricultural land. The urban population of India had 
already crossed the 285 million mark by 2001. By 2030, more 
than 50 per cent of India’s population is expected to live in 
urban areas. 
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